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We are pleased to announce addition of
SCIENCE modules to our program
MATH & SCIENCE are two of the critical subjects
to succeed in COLLEGE and CAREER
It is important that students build strong
foundation in these subjects 
At Happy Bug Academy, we use CONCEPT-based
approach with ENGAGING videos and
INNOVATIVE TOOLS to ensure students have a
firm understanding of key CONCETPS
We use SKILLS-based approach and regular
periodic assessment to teach MATH. This
ensures that our students have CLEAR
understanding of CONCEPTS for their GRADE
level

Introducing 
Science 
Tutoring
Services!!

Education is not the
learning of facts
but the training of
the mind to think!

-Albert Einstein

Math & Science



GARV KHANNA (Promoted to 2nd Grade)

Garv is always excited to work on Math! He is anxiously awaits for his session. He

reminds me that it is almost 5 o'clock and that it is his turn while I am working with

his big brother Daksh. He is always eager to work on next challenging math problem.

His energy is contagious! He loves to dance! Please contact him if you need urgent

dance lessons!

ALIA KOLLURI (Promoted to 2nd grade) 

Alia is very enthusiastic and eager to work on Math! What I love about her is that she is

always ready for the challenge sections! She does Math with an ease & natural

confidence. I especially love when she talks to her computer, 'Come on computer, you

can do it!' and "Where are you section B?" Her bubbly personality is rubbing on everyone

around her! I am confident that you will fall in love with her kind and caring personality!

DAKSH KHANNA (Promoted to 4th grade)

Daksh is an ideal big brother! He is very calm & focused even when his younger brother

(Garv-see the first paragraph on this page, you will feel Garv's unlimited energy) is writing

with a permanent marker on his back when he is working on Math lessons! Daksh is very

talented & polite! He loves to bike around the neighborhood!  I always look forward to

working with Daksh!

SHARDUL AMBEKAR (Promoted to 4th grade)

Shardul LOVES math! He loves to work on challenging questions. He makes sure that he

works on all the assigned lessons and that his score is100%. While playing with his

friends in an online breakroom at school, he tells them that he has a math session at

Happy Bug Academy and that he has to go! That is what we call dedication! Both of us are

laughing our guts out when we are working together. I love our crazy Friday sessions

Shardul!!

MEHER GARWARE (Promoted to 8th grade)

Meher is loads of fun to work with! She progressed through 7th grade lessons very

quickly after joining Happy Bug Academy! She went to school in the USA, China and now in

UK. She seamlessly adjusted to new schools every time they moved internationally!

Meher not only connects with people on deeper levels, but also makes them her raving

fans!! She has big goals and is destined to achieve great heights with her hard work and

dedication! She wants to be the first female President of the United States! Can I cast

my vote for her now?

Awards and Promotions!!!

Congratulations & Best Wishes to ALL!!!


